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The Bodmin Fryer – Dottie and Keith Elderkin

All change at Diner 31
By Jay Gates
The sad day has come, and we’ve had to say a 
heartfelt ‘thank you and goodbye’ to Carol and Steve 
Farnell in Diner 31 after more than two and a half 
years of providing sustenance to members and visitors 
at Bodmin airfield.
It’s been known for some time that Carol and Steve 
were contemplating moving back up to the Manchester 
area to be closer to family. Other unrelated factors 
added to the decision-making process, and after a 
good family Christmas up north, Carol told us she 
wanted to leave on her return to work after the break.
Carol’s leaving was marked by the presentation of 
several bouquets of flowers, many cards and a number 
of bottles of wine. Club Chairman Pat Malone made a 
presentation on behalf of everyone at the club, wishing 
Carol every success in future and imploring her not to 
pass the end of the road without dropping in.
We are extremely sad to see them go, and wish them 
both well for the future. They will be staying in the local 
area for a while yet, and we’ll be seeing Steve around 
the airfield on Trago-related maintenance jobs. Carol 
has also offered to help out on future events. On the Carol – don’t be a stranger!



flip side, we’ve also been extremely lucky to find 
worthy replacements in the form of Dottie and Keith 
Elderkin. Some members will know them – they 
organise the monthly breakfast meet at the airfield of 
the Cornwall owners of American Street Cars and 
Hot Rods. Keith owns a fabulous 1950s Chevy Pick-
Up, which had her photo taken alongside the lovely 
1946 Aeronca Chief that visited the airfield in the 
month. Dottie and Keith moved to Cornwall two 

years ago from Malvern, where Dottie was Deputy 
Manager of a care home complex, a role in which 
she was responsible for feeding the residents of 
three houses. Keith was a Project and Engineering 
Manager for a defence company. Dottie and Keith 
live just outside Cardinham and have great plans for 
Diner 31, future events and expanding visitor footfall 
to the club and diner. We all join in welcoming them 
both to the club, and look forward to a long and 
great future together.

Keith’s Chevy, with 1946 Aeronca

Book 10, get 
one free?
With the flying season about to re-commence in 
earnest the Board is looking to encourage more 
use of Club aircraft and enhance cashflow by 
offering discounts for block bookings of hours. It’s 
been suggested that a discount of 10 percent be 
offered on advance payments for ten hours, and 
12.5 percent for those who pay for 20 hours.
Full details will be worked out at the Board meeting 
on March 11th, but it’s suggested that pre-paid 
blocks of hours would have to be flown off within 
six months of the date of purchase. The Board may 
decide to go further and offer 50-hour blocks for 
hours-builders, perhaps with a different calendar 
time limit. A 10 percent block booking discount 
would mean that a pilot would save £145 by paying 

for ten hours on G-EGLA. A ten percent discount 
on ten hours on the 152s would save you £130, 
while a 12.5 percent discount on a prepaid block 
of 20 hours would save £325 on the 152s and 
£362.50 on the 172.
Cornwall Flying Club’s hire rates are already the 
lowest on the peninsula, and an additional 
discount would make them extremely attractive. 
There are a number of issues to settle, however. 
Hours-builders might be expected to take the 
aircraft on longer trips, and we don’t want to put 
CFC in the position of having to recover a Cessna 
with a technical issue in, say, Germany. It’s 
important to stress that the blocks of hours must 
be used within six months of purchase, so if your 
flying pattern doesn’t indicate that level of use, it 
might not be for you. All other terms and 
conditions would remain in place, including the 
minimum whole-day hire charge of three hours. 
Full details in the next newsletter.

All fall down?
At the Annual General Meeting last November 
Pete Chapman proposed the raising of a special 
fund to pay for long-neglected and now urgent 
repairs to the Clubhouse, and this was supported 
in a show of hands by the 64 members present, 
with no votes against. It was planned to ballot the 
full membership this month on the issue of how 
much we would seek to raise – £25 per member 
was mooted.
But Pete himself has now suggested that the 
dilapidation may have gone too far, and attempting 
to shore the building up might end up being a 
waste of money. Why not bite the bullet, and start 
raising funds for a new Clubhouse?
The Board discussed the matter at its February 
meeting and agreed that a new Clubhouse is a 
highly desirable goal, and that we’re currently a 
good way short of having the wherewithall to do 
the job.
It was decided to undertake a comprehensive 
structural survey to find out how sound the current 
building is under the skin, which will give us an 
idea of how long we’ve got before the inevitable 
replacement.
The building apparently started life in the 1960s as 
a construction hut on the M5 motorway. In fact, it’s 
two buildings stuck together – the kitchen, bar and 
toilets comprised one hut, the main room another. 
It’s had a lot of largely cosmetic repairs down the 
decades, but structurally it seems to have stood up 



fairly well to the battering it gets in a Bodmin Moor 
winter. 
Roger Davis has undertaken a full survey, stripping 
panels, crawling through roof spaces and 
foundations, and he has made a report for the Board 
meeting in March. First indications are that while 
some parts of the structure are pretty rotten and will 
need attention, other parts are in surprisingly good 
nick. Yet again our thanks are due to Roger for 
undertaking this work; where would the Club be 
without him?
More information in the next newsletter, after the 
Board has discussed Roger’s report on March 11th.

Sound as a bell?

Erik, Tiddles, and the snowstorm heroes

By Jay Gates
Well, we appear to have experienced all four seasons 
in one month, from a snowy ‘Pest from the West’ to a 
blowy and wet ‘Storm Erik’ and some magnificent 
calm, sunny weather with high temperatures and a 
plethora of snowdrops, daffodils and primroses lining 
the lanes leading into the airfield.
As expected, January exceeded expectations when 
compared to one year before. The month ended with 
513 movements, which was almost ten times the 
number of movements from the year before (55). We 
also dispensed over 2,500 litres of fuel compared to 

just over 400 litres in the year before. However, 
Mother Nature spoiled the positive trend by 
ending the month with a snowstorm of 
monumental proportions on Thursday January 
31st that brought the entire area around Bodmin 
Moor grinding to a halt. 
The Duty Manager on the day, Pete White, was 
forced to close the airfield and leave his post at 
1530 in the afternoon. His normal one-hour run 
home then took him over three hours due to the 
appalling conditions on the A38. Next day, Friday 
February 1st, the webcam shots showed Bodmin 
Airfield to be a winter wonderland buried under 

Deep and crisp and even



12cm of undisturbed snow. Those conditions almost 
defeated everybody bar Rob Bellamy, who battled 
through atrocious road conditions in his 4x4 for no 
other reason than to feed our precious hangar cat, 
which he calls ‘Tiddles’. What a star he is!
Unfortunately, the guttering on the Trago Hangar 
could not sustain the weight of snow and the full 
length of guttering came crashing down. Trago are 
in the process of remedying the problem, and Steve 
Farnell is conducting the repair programme himself.
For those who watched the mayhem unfolding on 
local and national news, many will remember the 
400 students and staff who got trapped overnight in 
Callywith College, and the extremely well spoken 
and sensible young man called ‘Chris’ who was 
interviewed by the BBC and who appeared on BBC 
Southwest ‘Spotlight News’ and on the national 
BBC Breakfast TV programme. ‘Chris’ was none 
other than our young PPL student Chris Thorns, 
who recently completed his first solo under Nick 
Chittenden’s instruction. I came in to work on the 
Saturday and counted more than a dozen 
abandoned cars on the eastbound side of the A30 
in the three mile stretch between Bodmin and the 
airfield turnoff. That Saturday morning the inner 
child in all of us came out in Sandy Wilkinson, who 
proudly produced a ‘snow angel’ out on the airfield.
Hoping that February would emulate January was 
too much. Up to the 25th of February we’ve lost nine 
flying days to bad weather – more than a third of 
the month to date. No sooner had the ‘Pest from 
the West’ moved on than we were then hit by the 
fifth named storm of the season, ‘Erik’, which 

‘The inner child’ – Sandy’s snow angel

Lothar gives Dan back his ticket

affected us for three days. The last few days lost 
were down to rain, low cloud and fog. That said, 
February has not been a complete failure as we still 
managed to record 274 movements up to the 25th, 
which compares with 303 for the whole of February 
last year. We dispensed over 1,800 litres of fuel 
compared with 1,900 litres in February 2018. 
On the training front we continue to achieve some 
excellent milestones. Gary Perry has been giving 

refresher training to Dan Gordon, a microlight 
colleague based at Roche Airfield and the owner of a 
Shadow Microlight, whose license had expired. Gary’s 
training paid dividends when Lothar Berger took Dan 
on his GST flight on February 23rd. Dan duly passed. 
One of our PPL students, Mark Joce, received his 
Class 2 Medical on February 19th, and on his first 
lesson thereafter achieved his first solo under the 

Rod congratulates Mark on his first solo

watchful eye of Rod Bellamy. Well done to Mark, 
and congratulations to Dan.   
February has seen some welcome visitors arriving 
from airfields around the south west, including 
Perranporth, Culdrose, Dunkeswell, Watchford 
Farm, Cargreen, Roche, Exeter and St. Merryn, the 
last named airfield providing a rare visit from G-
BCGY, a magnificent Taylor Monoplane. A beautiful 
classic visitor to Bodmin was G-BRWR, a lovely 
1946 Aeronca Chief which arrived from Cardiff on 
February 21st. Another classic at Bodmin, one that 
has been slowly brought back to flying condition 
over many months of diligent work by the engineers 
in the CAS hangar, is G-BRHX, a stunning 1947 
Luscombe Silvaire. She finally flew on 13th February 
with Nick Chittenden conducting the post-



maintenance test flight. Apparently, she handled 
beautifully. 
A microlight visitor with a fine colour scheme was G-
CJOL, a Eurofox which arrived from Draycott Airfield 
in Wiltshire. The visitor who arrived from the furthest 
point in February was a lovely Cessna 182S, G-RITZ, 
who arrived for an overnight stay from Goodwood on 
the 20th February. Her owner and pilot was a Boeing 
787 ‘Dreamliner’ Captain flying for Norwegian out of 
Gatwick. He had arrived back into Gatwick from San 
Francisco only the day before, then flew his family 
and dog down from Goodwood to spend one night 
with friends outside Bodmin, after which he was flying 

straight back to Goodwood as he was due to fly his 
Boeing 787 to Denver the following day. That’s what 
you call leading a busy and hectic life!
Our generous benefactors continue to give us more 
wood donations for the clubhouse fire, and we thank 
Reg Stainer for a donation of a large quantity of 
poles, staves and old joists that Roger Davis has 
started cutting down into burnable chunks. Roger 
continues his monumental efforts to maintain and 
repair our ageing infrastructure, and this month has 
completed the laying of new guttering in the channel 
between the clubhouse and tower, completed the 
painting of the new fire truck shed door, replaced 
external panelling around the CAS hangar office 
window, sealed panel cracks and holes in the same 
location and worked with Howard Fawkes to install 

Taylor Monoplane from St Merryn

Luscombe Silvaire flown by Nick Chittenden

Eurofox from Draycott Farm

new electrical and communication cable runs in the 
CAS office, which was recently decorated by 
Sandy Wilkinson. This club is truly lucky, and 
honoured, to have such selfless people in our 
midst who give of their time so freely.
The airfield itself also received some attention this 
month with Dave James coming down twice to 
finish off the cutting back and exposing of all the 
centrelines, edge markers and threshold numbers 
of Runway 21. Our local farmer Pete Best carried 
out the annual topping and boxing of the boundary 
hedges that surround the airfield, coming down on 
two occasions with his tractor and trimming 
machine, the first to box off the hedge from inside 
the airfield, the second to cut from the outside of 
the airfield boundary. He finished off the seasonal 

maintenance by giving the roadside verges around 
the airfield, from the A30 through to the main car park 
gate and on both sides of Airfield Lane, a close trim. 
This was the spur needed to give the spring growth a 
spurt, and daffodils and primroses are now scattered 
along the airfield boundary. The road in now looks 
neat, tidy and professional. Together with the 
excellent state of the airfield itself, it means we have 
an asset that is the envy of many other grass airfield 
operators.
Continuing from previous themes about the glorious 
weather, sky and cloudscapes we are lucky to see at 
the airfield, there are also beautiful optical effects that 
can be spotted when the conditions are right. The 
position of the airfield, high above a lot of man-made 

Crepuscular rays at sunset



interference, means we have a clear view of the sky in 
most directions, and that includes out to the west 
when the sun is setting. If the cloudscapes are right 
you get to see the optical phenomenon known as 
Crepuscular Rays, or ‘Jacobs Ladder’ as it is also 
known. Crepuscular Rays come in three forms, 
namely the most common one that projects below 
clouds to the earth, the one that projects above clouds 
to the heavens, and the rarest one that projects from 
below the horizon. We get to see the first two on a 
regular basis from the airfield and they make an 
approaching sunset a sight to behold, as most agree. 
The pub quiz question is what was ‘Jacobs Ladder’? 
The answer is a biblical one, where Jacob had a 
dream that God had provided a ladder to allow angels 
to descend from, and ascend to, heaven in order to 
bridge the divide between heaven and earth. 

Less common, the upward-firing rays

Board notes
Apart from the survey of the Clubhouse structure and the 
block-booking discount offer already mentioned in this 
newsletter, the CFC Board dealt with a number of 
ongoing issues at its February meeting.
*The final requests for amendments to the draft Articles 
of Association were given to Leith Whittington, whose 
ultimate draft goes before the Board at its next meeting 
on March 11th. Subject to the Board’s decision, the 
Articles will then be sent to all members for a 
consultation period of one month, after which comments 
will be discussed by the Board. We’ll also be sending out 
the Code of Conduct for members, and the additional 
Code of Conduct for Board members, for consultation. 
Ultimately there will be a vote on whether to accept these 
documents.
*The hangarage contract has been amended for owners 
of aircraft in the main and Trago hangars to ensure they 
are aware of the need to have ground handling 
insurance. While the Club obviously has ground handling 
insurance of its own, it applies only if the conditions of 
use of the hangar are followed – so if someone is moving 
an aircraft on their own and they damage another 
aircraft, the Club is not responsible. In the past, the Club 

has sometimes accepted responsibility for such 
damage when there are extenuating 
circumstances, but our excess is a minimum of 
£500 and usually much more – it depends on the 
cost of the damage and other factors, and we also 
put our no-claims discount at risk. It’s unfair that 
these costs should fall on the membership at large, 
so we’re making it clear that the rules have to be 
adhered to.
Most owners already have ground handling 
insurance – if you’re with Haywards, for instance, it 
normally comes with the package (but check!). 
Some owners may have to amend their policies, so 
talk to your broker. Amended hangarage contracts 
will be going out shortly.
This is a good time to reiterate that at least two 
competent people are required to move aircraft, 
and if you’re not practised in the black art of 
aeroplane shifting, don’t do it.
*We’ve finally got the new engine fund account up 
and running; anyone who has recently had to deal 
with their bank will know that opening an account is 
far from the simple exercise it used to be, and the 
Airfield Manager had to make two trips to meet a 
commercial bank manager in Plymouth (on his 
days off) before we could accomplish this simple 
task. We also now have an account for advance 
payments, which hitherto seem to have got lost in 
general expenditure.
*The Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss were 
presented by Treasurer Corinne Dennis. Despite 
significant unexpected outlay on the new engine for 
SM, cash reserves remain adequate.
*It was agreed to investigate possible participation 
in Royal Cornwall Show, although it may have got 
beyond our purse. We’re also looking at the Mount 
Edgcumbe Show, RCS Christmas Show and other 
events, particularly car and bike shows. The use of 
Jet Provost cockpit section is being investigated. 
We’re going to use the Garden Show at 
Wadebridge on April 6 and 7 to practice on. 
Volunteers welcome!

Missing links…
Some members may not be aware of the ‘links’ 
page on the Club website but there’s a lot of useful 
information there. Go to https://bodminairfield.com 
and click on the ‘Airfield’ tab at the top. The second 
item from the bottom of the menu is ‘Links’. There 
you’ll find links to everything from the CAA’s GA 
Unit to aircraft clubs, information on engines and 
links to suppliers of everything from aircraft covers 
to tyres and oils. Also under the ‘Airfield’ tab you’ll 
find information on the Club aircraft fleet and 
prices, back issues of the Bodmin Flyer and the 
wonderful gallery of photographs from Club events 
– largely the excellent work of Derek Boyce.

https://bodminairfield.com
https://bodminairfield.com


…and a star to steer her by
By Pat Malone
No-one will ever again do what Leith Whittington did 
– not, at least, professionally. His knowledge, his 
skill, his experience, once in high demand, is no 
longer a commodity of great value. He was replaced 
by a box that might today fit into your pocket, and 
with the passing of his profession, a generous 
portion of romance went out of air travel.
Before the age of GPS, before even inertial 
navigation, jet airliners needed navigators. Indeed, 
as Leith told our AEROCLUB evening at Bodmin in 
February, there were large swathes of the world in 
which it was illegal to operate commercial aircraft 
without a navigator – areas like east Africa, which 
was Leith’s primary stomping ground. As an 
employee of British United Airways he spent many a 
night as the only man awake on a VC-10 flight deck 
over the stygian darkness of the Sahara, with 
occasional breaks to direct a DC-8/63F over the 
permanent daylight of the North Pole. His tale was 
one of hard-won expertise rendered negligible 
overnight by technology, and many of us can 
sympathise with that, from sad experience.
Leith was a child of the 50s, when Britain’s skies 
teemed with very loud jets like the Buccaneer, 
Lightning and Vulcan and no boy could fail to be 
entranced by the magic of flight. But in the 1960s the 
airlines were shutting down their sponsored flying 
courses, so Leith trained at the London School of 
Navigation, always hoping that the navigator would 
one day be able to move up to fly the plane. Alas, it 
was not to be.
In 1971 he joined BUA as the most junior navigator 
in the airline, a position he was never to relinquish in 
his entire flying career – he was destined to be the 
company’s very last navigator. As the least senior 
man, he said, he got “all the crap jobs” – freighters to 
Africa, or sickness cover – while the senior men 
swanned off down to Rio or across the North Atlantic. 
BUA (later taken over by Caledonian Airways to 
become British Caledonian) had a handful of 
VC-10s; one they sold, another they broke, and a 
third went to the Sultan of Oman as his private jet – 
that aircraft is now in the museum at Brooklands. A 
fourth was sold to Air Malawi, to whom Leith was 
lent when they were short of navigators. He also 
flew on loan to Tradewinds Airways over the Pole to 
Anchorage; standing at the back of a stretch DC-8 
freighter, he could watch the entire fuselage twist in 
the air – normal, but disconcerting.
The life of the navigator, he said, was far from 
restful – indeed it seems he did most of the work, 
and all the hard jobs. He was responsible for fuel 
and route planning, take-off and performance 

planning, fuel monitoring, log-keeping, weather minima 
calculation and compliance, position reporting and 
chronometer management – finding the way was the 
least of it. The VC-10, he said, was an eight-hour 
aircraft, but Nairobi was eight and a half hours away. 
Fuel economy was brilliant at the higher flight levels; 
service ceiling was 45,000 feet, but cargo flights were 
allowed to go to 53,000 feet. One VC-10 stayed airborne 
for 13 hr 16 mins on a flight to Beira in Mozambique, 
with passengers on board, and still had enough fuel left 
to divert and to hold for 45 minutes.
When the time came to make a course correction, the 
navigator would hand the captain a chitty with the new 
heading on it. After a while this got a bit tedious, or the 
captain would fall asleep, so Leith would cut out the 
middle-man and change the heading bug himself – or if 
a flight level change was called for, in concert with the 

It’s the Haversine Formula, as any fule kno

Leith Whittington knows the way



flight engineer he’d program the new value into the 
autopilot. Real flying at last! 
But it’s the old ways of navigation that interest us 
here, and after Leith had battered us with information 
on how the black art was practised we were utterly 
baffled and confused (I was, anyway). Thank 
heavens for SkyDemon! If you never have to learn 
Dantzig’s Algorithm or know how a Kalman Filter 
operates, you seriously won’t have missed a lot of 
fun. Bet you don’t even know what orthomorphism is, 
do you. Anyway, Leith was expert in all of this, and 
VOR/DME, double ADF – the old type with the BFO 
(beat frequency oscillator); LORAN, Omega and 
Consol systems, Doppler navigation, and his 
favourite, astro-navigation – poking a sextant out 
through a hole in the aeroplane roof to take a star 
shot or sun sight. Then as now, Leith said, much 
could be learned by looking out of the cockpit 
window – something many pilots don’t do enough of.

BUA VC-10 – brilliant hot and high performer
In addition, the A310s and VC-10s had good 
primary radar on which coastlines and promontaries 
would show up. The thing they called Consol had 
three antennae radiating rotating signals which 
resolved themselves into systems of dots and 
dashes, and by listening intently to the patterns of 
dots and dashes you could get a great circle 
bearing from a central point to wherever you were 
on the planet. What’ll they think of next? Its main 
advantage was tremendous range, anything up to 
3,000 miles. LORAN was one of the better aids, 
especially down the west African coast, and it could 
give you a three-position line fix, although there was 
a lot of knob-fiddling to do. Doppler navigation was 
subject to error if the earth’s surface below was 
moving – the sea, or even drifting sand, would 
throw you off, and cumulative error could be 
embarrassing. Leith’s favourite was the Kelvin 
Hughes periscopic sextant, which had to be gently 
and firmly locked into the hole in the roof because 

of the 10 psi pressure differential. That hole could 
suck out lots of stuff if improperly opened, Leith said, 
including on one occasion the captain’s sausage roll. 
Its use was not popular with the rest of the crew 
because it meant the navigator took up a lot of 
space in the middle of the flight deck for some time, 
and the hostie couldn’t get in with the teas. It took 
five or six minutes to get a three-star fix, and nobody 
else could move around while you were at work.
You’d start from your dead-reckoning position – 
where you thought you were – and refine it from 
there. If your speed or track was off, you’d have a 
‘cocked hat’ circle of probability, which you’d refine 
by checking your star shot data with the Air 
Almanac, the sight reduction tables every navigator 
carried. VOR/DME, where available, had excellent 
range at FL45. Then in 1971 came Omega, a US 
Navy system with only eight ground stations but 
tremendous range, accurate to 4 nm over long 
distances. Omega wasn’t superseded until the 
advent of GPS. It was the first system with a true 
interface which allowed the user to load waypoints 
and couple it to the autopilot. 
Inertial Navigation Systems followed – these had 
three laser ring gyros on different axes which acted 
as accelerometers, recording every tiny movement 
of the aircraft. Finger-trouble in inputting the lat and 
long at your starting point was an issue. The Litton 
72 INS was followed by the Litton 92, which had an 
inbuilt database. Highly reliable, with low power 
consumption, very accurate, this was the system 
used on Concorde. It could also be coupled to the 
autopilot, and it was Litton system that finally did for 
the human navigator.
There followed the combination of multiple aids in 
the Flight Management System (FMS) which used 
everything from VOR/DME, INS, GPS and all the 
rest to do everything apart from make the tea, for 
which you still needed a hostie. But not a navigator. 
After several years spent training pilots in the use of 
all these systems Leith moved into management at 
BCal, and thence to Racal Electronics, where he 
managed the department that produced databases 
for the military. Today he flies the Ikarus C42 from 
Bodmin, and the mobile phone in his pocket has as 
much navigational capability as some of the most 
sophisticated passenger jets of the 1960s. 
There were in the audience a handful of people who 
knew what Leith was talking about, but the rest of us 
clung to the odd concept and tried to follow the hard 
bits where you had to work things out with a pencil. 
But for everyone it was a fascinating tour d’horizon 
of the navigation revolution that has come about in 
our lifetimes. In a few years the expertise Leith 
exemplified will have atrophied beyond repair, and 
we risk being totally reliant on technology – which is 
never a good place to be.



The fuel bay – past, 
present and future
By Jay Gates
The fuel bay at Bodmin has played a central part in 
the success of the airfield over the past four decades 
–  having relatively cheap avgas to offer visitors is 
one good reason why so many plan their day visit 
here, and why so many transiting aircraft use us for a 
top-up before heading for the Scillies, or going home 
afterwards.
The airfield has had two fuel bays during its history, 
the first having been commissioned by Trago. It was 
decommissioned when the current fuel bay came 
into operation once the airfield became the property 
of Cornwall Flying Club. The original building and 
fuel pump is still in situ, although in a dilapidated 
state.
The current fuel bay has been in place for over 35 
years, and by law it requires an annual inspection to 
ensure it is remains safe to use. The Petroleum 
(Consolidation) Regulations of 2014 covers the 
certification of the fuel facility, with the separate 
Dangerous Substances and Explosive Atmospheres 
Regulations (DSEAR) of 2002 covering safe 
operation.
The Petroleum Regulations also require the local 
Petroleum Enforcement Authority (PEA), in this case 
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service, to audit all 
facilities under its purview, and we were chosen for 
audit in 2018. Our audit result was generally fine, but 
there were some findings that required addressing. 
One was the provision of plans and drawings of the 
site. Despite a major search, no such plans – if they 
ever existed – could be found. That meant we would 
have to have new plans drawn up, and have the site 
surveyed by a company that works with fuelling 
facilities on a regular basis.
Every year we use a local company, AG Group of

Six pints please

Make way for a hazardous load…

Liskeard, who specialise in the maintenance of 
petrol forecourt facilities, and who conduct our 
annual pump and equipment service. We contacted 
them to assist us with closing the audit findings that 
we were not in a position to do ourselves – the tank 
survey, and provision of up to date vent labelling. 
They were also able to prepare drawings based on 
the survey information that they had. However, the 
cost of proper architect drawings and plans that 
would satisfy the authorities would come to more 
than £4,000. This prompted the Chairman Pat 
Malone to make the suggestion that we should 
resurrect the ‘future fuel bay’ project and ask the 
PEA to see if we could, instead, spend the £4,000 
on kick-starting the new facility.
The Fire Service has now told us that a hand-drawn 
sketch of the system showing where everything 
important is will suffice for their purposes, and Pete 
White is undertaking this task. Pete White and 
Darren Fern are going over the old plans and 
contacting suppliers to see whether the offers of 
equipment made when this issue was first raised (it 
went on the back burner for the duration of the 
recent problems) are still on the table. In the near 
future we’ll be in a position to do some costings.
The current fuel bay has done sterling service, and 
pilots everywhere are aware that Bodmin provides 
avgas 100LL (low lead) for use in piston-engined 
aircraft. Many of you will have noticed that the door 
of the fuel bay carries an orange sign consisting of 
a mish-mash of letters and numbers. That sign 
identifies the specific dangers of the site to the 
emergency services, and especially the fire service. 
Any petroleum product is listed internationally as 
‘dangerous goods’. The storage and transport of 
dangerous goods is governed by the United 
Nations, and each transport industry follows their 
own specialised UN guidelines for all dangerous 
goods. In aviation we have to follow Annex 18 of 



the Chicago Convention of 1944, the ‘Safe 
Transport of Dangerous Goods by Air’. These 
regulations split all dangerous goods into nine 
classes such as Explosives, Flammable Gases, 
Flammable Liquids, Corrosive and Radioactive etc. 
Avgas 100LL falls under Class 3 dangerous goods, 
which signifies Flammable Liquids. The sign for 
Class 3 is identified by a Red Diamond with a 
‘flame’ symbol at the top and a figure ‘3’ at the 
bottom. 
Avgas, as a petroleum product, has been assigned 
the UN number 1203 and identified as ‘Gasoline or 
petrol or motor spirit’. This unique UN number also 
applies to any method of transporting dangerous 
goods. In the UK an identification system called the 
Emergency Action Code (EAC) is in use that tells 
the emergency services how any specific 

dangerous goods, whether transported or stored in 
bulk, should be tackled in the event of incident such 
as a spill or a fire. The information required by the 
EAC must be presented on a specific sign on the 
vehicle, trailer, tank or storage device that is clearly 
visible to the emergency services. The EAC code is 
up to three figures and letters in length with the first 
figure indicating how a fire should be tackled. The 
figure ‘3’ indicates that only Foam or Dry Powder 
should be used to fight the fire. 
The next letter indicates what protective measures 
should be taken when tackling the fire. So the letter 
‘Y’ indicates that protective clothing and fully 
contained breathing apparatus must be worn. The 
third and last letter indicates to the Senior Officer on 
site what further action needs to be taken. The 
letter ‘E’ indicates that an evacuation of the area 
should be considered. The EAC system applies to a 
rail or road transport method of transporting 
dangerous goods, as well as for the bulk storage of 
any dangerous goods.
Thus the sign you see on the fuel bay tells a 
firefighter that the building contains a UN classed 
flammable liquid in bulk (Red Diamond), namely a 
petrol product (1203), and that the EAC method of 

It all makes perfect sense to someone…

Fuel system sketch will do for the time being

containing the fire (3YE) is by foam, whilst wearing 
breathing apparatus, and that a public evacuation 
should be considered.
An EAC sign containing similar information is 
carried on the side and back of every trailer, or 
tanker, that is transporting dangerous goods on 
British roads. So the next time you find yourself 
sitting behind a big truck on the A38 or elsewhere, 
look to see if there is an EAC sign present, and try 
and work out what it is telling you. If the UN number 
displayed on the sign is 1863, the load is Jet-A1 
fuel. Pub quiz question: How can you tell if the truck 
coming towards you is carrying dangerous goods? 
The answer is that it if it is carrying dangerous 
goods, it will display a large orange square on the 
front grille – see below.

*Please be careful when turning to port during 
an approach to the the fuel bay… the apron 
there slopes downwards quite significantly, and 
we wouldn’t want anyone to get caught out!



AEROCLUB and Cornwall Strut at BODMIN AIRFIELD 
On Wednesday 20th March 2019 at 19.30, (18.00 for a meal) 
 
 
 

         
 

Beverley Harrison the BWPA Archivist presents... 
“Those Magnificent Women-in their flying machines” 
 

Beverley will be describing the important contribution made by 
women in British Aviation, with a careful look at the women pilots 
with West Country connections – Lilian Bland, Lettice Curtis, Joan 
Hughes, Jackie Moggridge, but also Sheila Scott, Eve Jackson and 
others. 
 
All are welcome at our evening social events so bring your family 
and friends and contact Jay on 01208 821419 especially if you 
would like to book a pre talk meal from Diner 3 1.  
 
 
Pete White — Events Director, AEROCLUB & Events Organiser 
01752 406660 -- 07805 805679 -- pete@aeronca.co.uk   
 
 

the tiger moths  
return in 2019 

 
 

After several successful seasons the TMT Nostalgic Flight will return to Bodmin Airfield with 
two wartime Tiger Moths to offer you the chance to... 
Live the dream and experience the joys of flying in an open cockpit wartime training aircraft 
over the beautiful picturesque Cornish landscape. The aircraft you fly in has been lovingly 
restored to an extremely accurate standard and is flown by a very experienced pilot. On 
your flight you will wear a sheepskin flying jacket, leather flying helmet and goggles to help 
transport you back to those halcyon days of real flying. The sensational hour long aviation 
experience will include a walk round the aircraft with a talk on the WW2 training 
programme and half-an-hour in the air, when you can actually take the controls. Formation 
flying is also available so you can fly next to your friend or partner in another similar Tiger 
Moth. On your return to the airfield you will have the chance to take photos for your memory 
box and our Diner 31 cafe is at your service. 

All this for only £250 each, plus you will take away memories for a life time! 

The planned dates for 2019 are 4th & 5th May and 29th & 30th June (for details and a short 
video please look on our website www.bodminairfield.com  ) 

Please contact: 
Pete White, 01752 406660, 07805 805679, pete@aeronca.co.uk  
 

 

Coming events:
May 4th (Sat). Ladies Day Fly-in, when we 
encourage ladies to fly-in, drive in, cycle in, walk 
in or what ever mode of transport suits. 
May 18th (Sat) RIN TopNav Competition---
Come and join us at this prestigious navigation 
event which is open to pilots of all ages.
June 29th (Sat) Theatre Night! To celebrate the 
100 year anniversary of the 1st non-stop Atlantic 
crossing by Alcock and Brown in June 1919 we 
have invited The Foundry Group with their 
comedy play ‘The Magnificent Men…'
July 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 9th, 10th & 11th Wing Walking 
at Bodmin. The chance of a lifetime to soar 
above Cornwall on the wing of a Boeing 
Stearman Biplane. We already have over 75 
people booked!
July 20th (Sat) Action Stations. Military aircraft, 
vehicles and re-enactors to join us to celebrate 
the 75th anniversary of D-Day and the Normandy 
landings. Our special guests are Help4Heroes
August 4th (Sun) Lundy Island Fly-out
PPR is essential from Pete White 01752 406660 
or 07805 805679
September 14th (Sat) The 2019 Cornwall Strut 
Fly-in. The first such event, in 2018, was a great 
success and we once again invite all to join us 
including classic and vintage vehicles.
TMT Nostalgic Flight Tiger Moths will be in 
action again in 2019, and the dates will be 
released as soon as they available.
For details on all these events contact Pete White 
via pete@aeronca.co.uk

AEROCLUB 2019
Upcoming AEROCLUB talks:

March 20th Beverley Harrison: Those 
Magnificent Women in their Flying Machines.
April 17th Sorrel Layne
Counter-terrorism awareness advisor:
Counter-terrorism policing for the South West.
More details at www.bodminairfield.com
All are welcome at AEROCLUB evening meetings, 
including Cornwall Strut members. If you want an 
evening meal, please contact me so the caterers can 
get an idea of numbers – Pete White

http://www.bodminairfield.com
http://www.bodminairfield.com



